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Abstract
We consider holographic three-point functions for operators dual to short string
states at strong coupling in N = 4 super Yang-Mills. We treat the states as
point-like as they come in from the boundary but as strings in the interaction
region in the bulk. The interaction position is determined by saddle point,
which is equivalent to conservation of the canonical momentum for the in-
teracting particles, and leads to conservation of their conformal charges. We
further show that for large dimensions the rms size of the interaction region
is small compared to the radius of curvature of the AdS space, but still large
compared to the string Compton wave-length. Hence, one can approximate
the string vertex operators as flat-space vertex operators with a definite mo-
mentum, which depends on the conformal and R-charges of the operator. We
then argue that the string vertex operator dual to a primary operator is chosen
by satisfying a twisted version of QL = QR, up to spurious terms. This leads
to a unique choice for a scalar vertex operator with the appropriate charges at
the first massive level. We then comment on some features of the correspond-
ing three-point functions, including the application of these results to Konishi
operators.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we will consider three-point functions for “short” operators at level one.
According to the AdS/CFT correspondence [1–3], type IIB string theory on AdS5 × S5
is equivalent to N = 4 super Yang-Mills. At large ’t Hooft coupling λ, the radius of
curvature of AdS5 and S
5 becomes large and the dimensions of short operators can be
accurately computed by assuming that the space is flat. For example, there are expected
to be operators with dimensions ∆ ≈ 2√nλ1/4 corresponding to the energies of stringy
modes when α′ = 1/
√
λ [2]. Taking advantage of integrability, it now is clear that
at strong coupling the Konishi operator approaches one of these stringy modes with
n = 1 [4, 5].
An interesting question is whether one can use the flat space limit to consider certain
higher point correlators. Here, we limit ourselves to three-point correlators. If we are in
the flat space limit then the correlators should be related to stringy three-point functions
using flat-space vertex operators. At first glance this seems perplexing. In flat space
there is energy conservation between the three string states and if we naively translate
this over via AdS/CFT it would appear that we could only consider correlators where
the dimension of one operator is the sum of the dimensions of the other two. Obviously
there is no such requirement for three-point correlation functions. It must then be the
case that the AdS curvature plays a vital role.
In considering this problem we will make use of the results in [6]. Here the authors
considered the path integral for three particles propagating in from the boundary of
AdSd and intersecting at an intersection point in the bulk. The intersection point
is determined by minimizing the action for the three particles. Here we will explicitly
determine its location. We will show that the solution can be thought of as a momentum
conservation equation and these momenta are precisely what should go into the vertex
operators. We will further show that the fluctuations of the position of the vertex are
over a sufficiently small volume of the bulk that one can treat the interaction region as
being approximately a flat-space region.
Once in the flat-space region, we need to determine the appropriate vertex operators.
The operators under consideration are primary operators. These are highest weight
states in representations of the superconformal algebra, and as such are annihilated
by all superconformal generators. Taking the flat-space limit we will show that the
primary operator condition is equivalent to setting the action of QL acting on a flat-
space vertex operator equal to ±QR acting on the same operator, up to spurious terms,
where the sign depends on the spin component. This allows us to uniquely determine a
scalar vertex operator at level one satisfying this criterion. The QL = ±QR condition
inevitably leads to a mixing between NS-NS and R-R modes for the vertex operators.
Using these vertex operators, one can then find the three-point coupling to use in
the correlators. At level one, the combinatorics is messy and the final result will be
presented in a separate publication [7]. However, there is still much we can say about
the behavior of the the 3-point functions. For example, one can show that in the limit
where the dimension of the operator ∆ is much greater than its R-charge J , the only
dependence on J is through overlap integrals and not in the vertex functions. This
suggests that one can take the limit of J = 0, which is the case for the Konishi operator
and still use the flat-space vertex operators, but using the S5 overlap integrals. We can
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also show that the correlator is exponentially suppressed in the limit of strong coupling
for three primaries when all satisfy ∆≫ J .
The results presented here are intended to complement many recent results in the
subject of three-point functions. These include the semi-classical results for two “heavy”
and one “light” operator [8,9], three heavy operators [10–12], BMN operators with large
charges [13], Wilson loops [14] and various other configurations [15]. At weak coupling
there has also been some significant results using the Bethe ansatz [16, 17]. There are
also results showing matching between the weak and strong coupling limits for certain
operators [18].
In section 2 we review the construction of [6] for finding two and three-point functions
for operators using the path integral for particles in an AdSd+1 background. For the
three-point functions we find the exact configuration that extremizes the action, showing
that it is equivalent to a conservation of the canonical momentum in AdSd+1 space. We
find the three-point correlator for three scalar operators, including Gaussian fluctuation
pre-factors, up to an overall coupling term. We show that the size of the fluctuations
are large compared to ∆−1, but small compared to the radius of AdSd+1.
In section 3 we discuss how conserved charges of the conformal symmetry translate
into conserved quantities for the path integral. In section 4 we include the S5 background
in the path integral. In section 5 we discuss the flattening of the conformal and super-
conformal algebras into Poincare´ and superPoincare´ algebras. In particular, we show
that setting the superconformal generators to zero is equivalent to setting QL = ±QR
for the flattened superPoincare´ algebra. We then find the scalar vertex operators that
satisfy this condition at level 0 and level 1. We do this by first finding vertex operators
that satisfy QL = QR and then twisting the result. In section 6 we discuss some prop-
erties of the three-point coupling that can be used to infer behavior for the correlators.
In section 7 we present our conclusions.
Note: The results of section 2 were derived prior to the appearance of [13]1.
Note added: During the preparation of this manuscript [11] appeared which has some
overlap with the results of section 4.
2 Review and extension of previous results
In this section we review the analysis in [6] to compute 3-point correlators from a path
integral. We will also extend these results to show how to derive the semiclassical
correlator for three arbitrary chiral primaries, each with dimension ∆i ≫ 1.
We need to first consider the two-point correlator. Suppose we consider the Euclidean
path integral for a particle in AdSd+1, dual to a CFT operator with dimension ∆. The
action is given by [6]
S =
1
2
∫ +1
−1
ds
[
x˙µx˙µ + z˙
2
z2
e−1 +∆2e
]
(2.1)
where xµ are the flat coordinates in Rd and e(s) is an einbein. Notice that the second
term comes with a factor of ∆2 and not m2 = ∆(∆−d). This is because m2 is the square
1I thank T. Klose and T. McLoughlin for kindly acknowledging this in their own publication.
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Casimir of the representation of the conformal group and hence we would not expect it
to appear directly in the action2. Without any loss of generality we can assume that
the endpoints at s = ±1 are along the x1 ≡ x direction, with x(±1) = ±x0,, z(±1) = ε.
The action is invariant under reparameterizations s → s′, with e′(s′) = (∂s′
∂s
)−1
e(s). If
we assume that the endpoints after reparameterization are still at ±1, then the einbein
can always be set to a constant e′(s′) = E, where the new coordinate is given by
s′ =
1
E
∫ s
−1
e(s)ds− 1 , (2.2)
Thus E is determined from e(s),
E =
1
2
∫ +1
−1
e(s)ds . (2.3)
and one can see that different values of E correspond to inequivalent gauge classes. Thus
the path integral itself has the form
Z =
∫ s=1∏
s=−1
µDxµ(s)Dz(s)D e(s)
Vdiff
e−S =
∫
dE
s=1∏
s=−1
µDxµ(s)Dz(s)(Jac) e−S (2.4)
where µ is a measure factor, Vdiff is the gauge volume of the one-dimensional diffeo-
morphisms, and Jac is the Jacobian (Faddeev-Popov factor) that appears after gauge
fixing, and for the most part will drop out, with one important exception.
The action is minimized by the solution [6]
x(s) = R tanh(κs)
z(s) = R sech(κs)
xµ⊥ = 0 (2.5)
where R sech(κ) = ε and xµ⊥ are the transverse components to x
1. If x0 ≫ ε then κ≫ 1,
R ≈ x0 and κ ≈ log
(
2x0
ε
)
. Plugging (2.5) back into the action one finds
Scl = κ
2E−1 +∆2E , (2.6)
and so minimizing with respect to E gives E = κ/∆ and S = 2κ∆. Hence, the leading
behavior of the path integral is [6]
Z ∼
∣∣∣2x0
ε
∣∣∣−2∆ , (2.7)
which is the expected behavior for a two point correlator of a dimension ∆ operator and
its adjoint separated by 2x0.
In anticipation of the three-point correlators, we will redo the two-point amplitude
slightly differently. Let us break up the path integral into two parts where the particle
2Even though we are considering large ∆, we are also interested in the prefactors where the form of
the second term will make a difference.
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path passes through the “joining” point (xµ, z) at s = s0. The path integral now has
the form∫ (
dE−
∏
s<s0
µDxµ(s)Dz(s)(Jac)
)
z−d−1ddx dz
VGauge
(
dE+
∏
s>s0
µDxµ(s)Dz(s)(Jac)
)
e−S
=
∫
z−d−1ddx dz
VGauge
K(ε,+xµ0 ; z, x
µ)K(ε,−xµ0 ; z, xµ) , (2.8)
where we divided out by a residual gauge degree of freedom that enters because of the
extra integral over an einbein component. We have also included the specific measure
factor in the integral over xµ and z. K∆(ε,±xµ0 ; z, xµ) are boundary to bulk propagators
[2, 3] for a scalar field dual to an operator with dimension ∆. Minimizing with respect
to x(s), z(s), E− and E+ but keeping x(s0) = x and z(s0) = z, the action becomes
Scl = −∆ log
(
z ε
z2 + (x− x0)2 + x2⊥
)
−∆ log
(
z ε
z2 + (x+ x0)2 + x2⊥
)
. (2.9)
Minimizing with respect to xµ and z gives one of the points on the trajectory in (2.5).
Let us now consider the fluctuations in xµ and z. For fluctuations in the transverse
directions, we note that
∂2Scl
∂xµ⊥∂x
ν
⊥
=
(
2∆
z2 + (x− x0)2 +
2∆
z2 + (x+ x0)2
)
δµν =
2∆
z2
δµν . (2.10)
Hence the integrals over the d− 1 transverse components are approximately∫
dd−1x⊥
zd−1
e−∆x
2
⊥
/z2 =
( π
∆
)d−1
2
. (2.11)
For the longitudinal components x and z, it is convenient to consider two new variables
η and ξ, where
dη =
zdz + xdx
z
√
z2 + x2
, dξ =
zdx− xdz
z
√
z2 + x2
. (2.12)
It is straightforward to check that z−2dx dz = dη dξ and
∂
∂η
=
z√
z2 + x2
(
z
∂
∂z
+ x
∂
∂x
)
∂
∂ξ
=
z√
z2 + x2
(
z
∂
∂x
− x ∂
∂z
)
. (2.13)
One can then easily show that
∂2
∂η2
Scl = 2∆ ,
∂2
∂ξ2
Scl =
∂2
∂ξ∂η
Scl = 0 . (2.14)
Hence, the integral over η gives another factor of (π/∆)1/2.
The ξ component is a zero mode. Of course, the existence of the zero-mode is not
surprising; it is a consequence of the residual gauge invariance. Let us now gauge fix
such that s0 is the corresponding value in (2.5) that gives x and z. This then fixes ξ.
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One can easily show that dξ = κds and since the measure factor for the gauge volume
is E ds, the ratio of the measures is
dξ
E ds
=
κ
E
= ∆ . (2.15)
Hence, the complete factor B coming from the integral of the components at s0 is
B =
πd/2
∆d/2−1
. (2.16)
The fluctuation modes for s < s0 and s > s0 lead to overall factors C− and C+ respec-
tively. The path integral is then
Z ≈ C− π
d/2
∆d/2−1
C+
∣∣∣2x0
ε
∣∣∣−2∆ . (2.17)
It is instructive to compare this formulation of the two-point function with the
known results, which will lead to a correction factor. If we take the joining point to the
boundary, then (2.8) becomes
1
εd−1
∫
ddxK(ε,+xµ0 ; ε,+x
µ
0)
∆
z
K(ε,−xµ0 ; ε, xµ0)
=
1
εd−1
∫
ddxK(ε,+xµ0 ; ε,+x
µ
0) ∂zK(ε,−xµ0 ; z, xµ0 )
∣∣∣∣∣
z=ε
, (2.18)
which is the expression found in [19]. However, it was further shown in [19] that this
expression for the two-point function is not quite consistent with a Ward identity. A
different formulation was proposed that is consistent with the Ward identity [19,20] and
leads to an overall correction factor of 2∆−d
∆
. Since in general we assume that ∆ ≫ 1,
we will insert 2 as the correction factor and use the corrected path integral
Zcorr ≈ C− 2 π
d/2
∆d/2−1
C+
∣∣∣2x0
ε
∣∣∣−2∆ . (2.19)
We now turn to the three-point correlator. In this case we can treat this as a set
of three half-propagators joining at an interaction point (xµ, z) [6]. The interaction
point is a preferred point on each of the propagators and does not change under a
reparameterization. Let us suppose that the three operators have dimension ∆i and are
located at the points xµi . From the discussion of the two point correlators, it is clear
that the minimized action has the form [6]
Scl(x
µ, z) = −
3∑
i=1
∆i log
(
z ε
z2 + (x− xi)2
)
. (2.20)
If we minimize Scl(x
µ, z) with respect to xµ and z we end up with the set of equations∑
i
∆i(x
µ − xµi )
z2 + (xi − x)2 = 0∑
i
∆i((x− xi)2/z − z)
z2 + (xi − x)2 = 0 . (2.21)
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To get a better understanding of the equations in (2.21), let us return to the equations
of motion for the coordinates on the half-propagators. Without any loss of generality
we can write the solutions as
xµ(s) = Rµi tanh(κis+ βi) + x
µ
0i
z(s) = Ri sech(κis+ βi) , (2.22)
where s = 0 is the joining point, s = −1 is the end of the propagator at the boundary
and Ri = (R
µ
i Rµi)
1/2. From the positions of the endpoints we also have that
xµi = R
µ
i tanh(−κi + βi) + xµ0i ≈ −Rµi + xµ0i xµ = Rµi tanh(βi) + xµ0i
ε = Ri sech(−κi + βi) ≈ 2Ri e−κi−βi z = Ri sech(βi) , (2.23)
after which it follows that
xµi − xµ
z2 + (xi − x)2 =ε→0 −
1
2
Rµi
R2i
(xi − x)2/z − z
z2 + (xi − x)2 =ε→0 −
tanh(βi)
Ri sech(βi)
. (2.24)
The d+ 1 dimensional canonical momentum along each trajectory is Πmi = (Πµi,Πz i),
where
Πµ i = −i E−1i
x˙µ
z2
= −i∆iRµi
R2i
Πz i = −i E−1i
z˙
z2
= i∆i
tanh(κis+ βi)
Ri sech(κis+ βi)
. (2.25)
There is an overall factor of i because the parameter s is a Euclidean variable. Hence, we
see that the equations in (2.21) are nothing more than the conservation of all components
of the canonical momentum at the joining point.
Furthermore, the canonical momentum for each particle satisfies
Πi · Πi ≡ GmnΠmiΠn i = −z2∆2i
(
1
R2i
+
tanh2(κis+ βi)
R2i sech
2(κis+ βi)
)
= −∆2i . (2.26)
Therefore, using the conservation laws at the joining point we have that
Π1 ·Π2 = 12
(
∆21 +∆
2
2 −∆23
)
(2.27)
with similar expressions for the other combinations.
It is tedious to derive but straightforward to confirm that the equations in (2.21) are
satisfied by
xµ = xµ1 −
α1
F
(
α2 x
2
12 x
µ
13 + α3 x
2
13 x
µ
12
)
z2 =
α1α2α3Σ
F 2
x212 x
2
13 x
2
23 , (2.28)
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where
α1 =
1
2
(∆2 +∆3 −∆1) , α2 = 12(∆3 +∆1 −∆2) , α3 = 12(∆1 +∆2 −∆3) ,
Σ = 1
2
(∆1 +∆2 +∆3) = α1 + α2 + α3 ,
F = α1α2 x
2
12 + α2α3 x
2
23 + α3α1 x
2
13 . (2.29)
One can further show that the expression for xµ is consistent under interchange of the
indices. Alternatively, one can choose the more symmetric, although not necessarily
more convenient form
xµ =
2
3
(xµ1 + x
µ
2 + x
µ
3 ) +
1
F
(
α1α2x
2
12x
µ
3 + α2α3x
2
23x
µ
1 + α3α1x
2
31x
µ
2
)
. (2.30)
With the solutions in (2.28), we have that
∆1
xµ1 − xµ
z2 + (x1 − x)2 = α2
xµ13
x213
+ α3
xµ12
x212
∆2
xµ2 − xµ
z2 + (x2 − x)2 = α3
xµ21
x221
+ α1
xµ23
x223
∆3
xµ3 − xµ
z2 + (x3 − x)2 = α1
xµ32
x232
+ α2
xµ31
x231
, (2.31)
where the sum of the three terms is clearly zero, satisfying the first equation in (2.28).
Likewise, one can check that the solutions in (2.28) give∑
i
∆i
z2 + (x− xi)2 =
Σ
z2
, (2.32)
from which it follows that the second equation in (2.21) is satisfied.
Inserting the solutions in (2.28) back into Scl(x
µ, z) in (2.20) one finds
Scl = −∆1 log
(
α2α3|x23|
∆1|x12||x13|
)
−∆2 log
(
α3α1|x31|
∆2|x23||x21|
)
−∆3 log
(
α1α2|x12|
∆3|x31||x32|
)
= log
(|x12|2α3 |x23|2α1 |x31|2α2)−∑
i
(αi logαi −∆i log∆i)− Σ log Σ . (2.33)
The xi dependence was previously derived in [21] and is the expected behavior for the
three-point correlator of operators with dimensions ∆i.
We are also interested in the contribution coming from the fluctuations over xµ and
z. To this end, we note that
∂2
∂z2
Scl(x
µ, z) =
∑
i
∆i
(
1
z2
− 2 z
2 − (x− xi)2
(z2 + (x− xi)2)2
)
=
4Σ
z2
− 4z2
∑
i
∆i
(z2 + (x− xi)2)2
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∂2
∂xµ∂xν
Scl(x
µ, z) =
∑
i
∆i
(
2
δµν
z2 + (x− xi)2 − 4
(x− xi)µ(x− xi)ν
(z2 + (x− xi)2)2
)
=
2Σ
z2
δµν − 4
∑
i
∆i
(x− xi)µ(x− xi)ν
(z2 + (x− xi)2)2
∂2
∂xµ∂z
Scl(x
µ, z) = −4
∑
i
∆i
z (x− xi)µ
(z2 + (x− xi)2)2 (2.34)
We further observe that all xµi as well as x
µ lie in a plane. Hence, without any loss of
generality we may set xmi = x
m = 0, m = 3 . . . d. One can then show that
det
 ∂2∂z2 ∂2∂z∂x1 ∂2∂z∂x2∂2
∂x1∂z
∂2
∂x1∂x1
∂2
∂x1∂x2
∂2
∂x2∂z
∂2
∂x2∂x1
∂2
∂x2∂x2
Scl
 = 16
z6
α1α2α3
∆1∆2∆3
Σ3 . (2.35)
Useful relations in deriving this result are (2.32) and
x212x
2
23 − (x12 · x23)2 = x223x231 − (x23 · x31)2 = x231x212 − (x31 · x21)2
= −1
4
(
x412 + x
4
23 + x
4
31 − 2 x212x223 − 2 x223x231 − 2 x231x212
)
. (2.36)
Therefore, integrating over xµ and z with measure factor z−d−1ddx dz gives the prefactor
π
d+1
2√
2
(
∆1∆2∆3
α1α2α3Σd+1
)1/2
. (2.37)
Assuming a coupling factor G123, the complete path integral for the three-point join-
ing is
Z123 ≈ C1−C2−C3− π
d+1
2√
2
(
∆1∆2∆3
α1α2α3Σd+1
)1/2
αα11 α
α2
2 α
α3
3 Σ
Σ
∆∆11 ∆
∆2
2 ∆
∆3
3
|x12|−2α3 |x23|−2α1 |x31|−2α2G123 .
(2.38)
The factors Ci− come from the fluctuations along the half-propagators. Hence, using the
corrected two-point function in (2.19) the normalized correlator is
〈O∆1(xµ1 )O∆2(xµ2 )O∆3(xµ3 )〉 =
1
C1−C2−C3−
(∆1∆2∆3)
d−2
4
23/2 π
3d
4
Z123
=
C123
|x12|∆1+∆2−∆3 |x23|∆2+∆3−∆1 |x31|∆3+∆1−∆2 , (2.39)
where
C123 ≈ π
2−d
4
4
(∆1∆2∆3)
d/4
(α1α2α3Σd+1)
1/2
αα11 α
α2
2 α
α3
3 Σ
Σ
∆∆11 ∆
∆2
2 ∆
∆3
3
G123 . (2.40)
We can compare this to the supergravity calculation in [19]. For the two-point
function for an operator dual to a bulk scalar field it was found that
〈O∆(xµ)O∆(~y)〉 = 2∆− d
πd/2
Γ(∆)
Γ(∆− d
2
)
1
|x− y|2∆ ≈
2∆
d+2
2
π
d
2
1
|x− y|2∆ , (2.41)
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We have absorbed all overall coefficients such that the scalar kinetic term is canonically
normalized. Likewise, the three-point function for three operators dual to bulk scalars
was found to be
〈O∆1(xµ1 )O∆2(xµ2 )O∆3(xµ3 ) =
A123
|x12|∆1+∆2−∆3|x23|∆2+∆3−∆1|x31|∆3+∆1−∆2 , (2.42)
where
A123 = 1
2 πd
Γ(α1)Γ(α2)Γ(α3)Γ(Σ− d2)
Γ(∆1 − d2)Γ(∆2 − d2)Γ(∆3 − d2)
G123
≈ π
2−4d
4√
2
(∆1∆2∆3)
d+1
2
(α1α2α3Σd+1)
1/2
αα11 α
α2
2 α
α3
3 Σ
Σ
∆∆11 ∆
∆2
2 ∆
∆3
3
G123 . (2.43)
Absorbing a factor of
21/2∆
d/4+1/2
i
pid/4
into O∆i so that the two-point function in (2.41) is
normalized, (2.42) reduces to (2.39) with the coefficient in (2.40).
It is important to note that it is ∆2 and not the bulk scalar mass-squared, m2 =
∆(∆− d), that appears in the point particle action in (2.1). If instead we had used m2,
then the final result for C123 would have come with the extra factor
(
(∆1∆2∆3)2
α1α2α3Σ3
)d/4
.
3 Conserved charges
In the previous section we have seen that the canonical momenta in (2.21) of the three
geodesics is conserved at the joining point. The components of the momentum along
the transverse directions are constants of the motion, although the component Πz is
not. However, there are other constants of the motion that end up being conserved by
(2.21).
To see how this works, consider the conformal algebra generated by Pµ, D, Mµν and
Kµ. Using the convention in [22], their action on a primary operator O(x) is
[Pµ,O(x)] = i∂µO(x)
[D,O(x)] = i(xµ∂µ +∆)O(x)
[Mµν ,O(x)] = i(xµ∂ν − xν∂µ)O(x)
[Kµ,O(x)] = i(xµxν∂ν + xµ∆− 12xνxν∂µ)O(x) . (3.1)
If we now consider the two-point function 〈O(x)O(y)〉 with an insertion of these opera-
tors we find
〈O(x)PµO(y)〉 = 2i∆ xµ − yµ
(x− y)2 〈O(x)O(y)〉
〈O(x)DO(y)〉 = i∆ x
2 − y2
(x− y)2 〈O(x)O(y)〉
〈O(x)MµνO(y)〉 = i∆xµyν − xνyµ
(x− y)2 〈O(x)O(y)〉
〈O(x)KµO(y)〉 = i∆y
µx2 − xµy2
(x− y)2 〈O(x)O(y)〉 . (3.2)
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We should be able to derive these same coefficients from the path integral. In AdSd+1
the corresponding generators for SO(2, d) are
Pµ = i ∂µ
D = i (xν∂ν + z∂z)
Mµν = i (xµ∂ν − xν∂µ)
Kµ = i
(
xµ(xν∂ν + z∂z)− 12(xνxν + z2)∂µ
)
, (3.3)
Generalizing the solution in (2.5) to have arbitrary endpoints
xµ(s) = Rµ tanh(κs) + xµ0
z(s) = R sech(s) , (3.4)
where
Rµ =
xµ − yµ
2
, xµ0 =
yµ + xµ
2
, (3.5)
we replace the momentum operators −i∂µ and −i∂z with
− i ∂µ −→ −i E−1z−2x˙µ(s)
−i ∂z −→ −i E−1z−2z˙(s) . (3.6)
(The factors of −i on the righthand side are again because s is Euclidean.) We then
find
〈Pµ〉 = i∆Rµ
R2
, 〈D〉 = i∆x
µ
0Rµ
R2
, 〈Mµν〉 = −i∆(x0µRν − x0νRµ)
R2
〈Kµ〉 = i∆
(
xµ0x
ν
0Rν
R2
− 1
2
Rµx20
R2
− 1
2
Rµ
)
, (3.7)
which gives the coefficients in (3.2) after substituting (3.5). Note that 〈Kµ〉 = 0 if xµ
or yµ is zero, as expected for a primary operator located at the origin.
One can also verify that the classical value for the quadratic Casimir is
− 2〈Pµ〉〈Kµ〉+ 〈D〉2 − 1
2
〈Mµν〉〈Mµν〉 = −∆2 . (3.8)
Substituting the canonical momenta in (3.6) into (3.3), one finds that the Casimir is
equal to the momentum squared of the particle in (2.26).
If we now turn to three-point functions then we can insert the generators between
one operator and the other two. For example, D can be inserted as
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)DO3(x3)〉 . (3.9)
In the path integral this corresponds to taking the conserved value of D on the third
trajectory. Using (2.24), (2.31), (3.7) as well as xi = x0i − Ri, one finds the conserved
charge
i
(
∆3 − 2 x3µ
(
α1
xµ32
x232
+ α2
xµ31
x231
))
. (3.10)
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It is straightforward to check that this plus the sum of the charges coming from the
other two trajectories is zero. It is also clear that this is consistent with the D commu-
tator in (3.1) when inserted into the correlator for three primary operators. Analogous
expressions can be found for insertions of Kµ.
It will be convenient for later to consider the conserved quantities when the operator
positions are shifted by −xµ, such that the joining point moves to the origin. In this
case, 〈Mµν〉 = 0 for all three operators, while the 〈Kµi 〉 are related to 〈P µi 〉 by
〈Kµi 〉 = −
α1α2α3Σ
F 2
x212x
2
23x
2
31〈P µi 〉 , (3.11)
4 Contributions from S5
In the full string theory with AdS5×S5 we also need to include the S5 contribution. For
three-point functions between certain large J states, we can approximate the trajectories
of particles on S5 using the peaked harmonics. We then consider states where the peaks
for all three trajectories intersect. The peaks lie on geodesics, so this would correspond
to the three geodesics intersecting at a north and a south pole.
We can parameterize the S5 using the coordinates, XI where
6∑
I=1
XI
2
= 1 . (4.1)
For three-point functions, without any loss of generality we can restrict the peaks to lie
on the S2 subspace
3∑
I=1
X2I = 1 . (4.2)
We then choose the three normalized wave-functions
ψJ1( ~X) =
√
(J1 + 1)(J1 + 2)√
2π3
(X1 + iX2)
J1
ψJ2( ~X) =
√
(J2 + 1)(J2 + 2)√
2π3
(X1 − i(cosχX2 + sinχX3))J2
ψJ3( ~X) =
√
(J3 + 1)(J3 + 2)√
2π3
(X1 − i(cosχ′X2 − sinχ′X3))J3 , (4.3)
which are eigenfunctions of the d’Alembertian on S5 with eigenvalues Ji(Ji + 4). If
Ji ≫ 1 then the overlap integral∫
d ~Xδ(1− |X|)ψJ1( ~X)ψJ2( ~X)ψJ3( ~X) (4.4)
is dominated near the antipodal intersection points X1 = ±1. Hence, we can approxi-
mate the overlap as
〈ψJ1ψJ2ψJ3〉 ≈ 2
∫ 5∏
I=1
dXI
J1J2J3
(2π3)3/2
ei[(J1−cos χJ2−cosχ
′J3)X2−(sinχJ2−sinχ′J3)X2]e−
1
2
AIJXIXJ
(4.5)
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where
A22 = sin
2 χJ2 + sin
2 χ′J3 A33 = J1 + cos
2 χJ2 + cos
2 χ′J3
A23 = A32 = sinχ cosχJ2 − sinχ′ cosχ′J3 , (4.6)
and
A44 = A55 = A66 = J1 + J2 + J3 . (4.7)
The overall factor of 2 in front of the integral in (4.5) is because there are two intersection
points. Since the Ji are large, the integrals over X2 and X3 force the angular momentum
conservation
J1 − cosχJ2 − cosχ′J3 = 0 , sinχJ2 − sinχ′J3 = 0 , (4.8)
which has the solution
cosχ =
J21 + J
2
2 − J23
2J1J2
cosχ′ =
J21 + J
2
3 − J22
2J1J3
. (4.9)
The Gaussian integrals in (4.5) then give
〈ψJ1ψJ2ψJ3〉 ≈ 2
(2π)5/2J1J2J3
(2π3)3/2
(detM)−1/2
=
1
2π2
(J1J2J3)
3/2
(α˜1α˜2α˜3Σ˜5)1/2
, (4.10)
where
Σ˜ =
J1 + J2 + J3
2
, α˜1 =
J2 + J3 − J1
2
, α˜2 =
J3 + J1 − J2
2
, α˜3 =
J1 + J2 − J3
2
.(4.11)
In terms of the standard spherical harmonic coefficients, CJI1...IJ (see [23] for defini-
titions), we have
〈CJ1CJ2CJ3〉 = (cos2 χ
2
)α˜3(cos2
χ′
2
)α˜2(sin2
χ+ χ′
2
)α˜1
=
α˜α˜11 α˜
α˜2
2 α˜
α˜3
3 Σ˜
Σ˜
JJ11 J
J2
2 J
J˜3
3
, (4.12)
where 〈CJ1CJ2CJ3〉 is the unique SO(6) invariant made from contracting indices. Hence,
the overlaps can be written as
〈ψJ1ψJ2ψJ3〉 ≈
1
2π2
(J1J2J3)
3/2
(α˜1α˜2α˜3Σ˜5)1/2
JJ11 J
J2
2 J
J˜3
3
α˜α˜11 α˜
α˜2
2 α˜
α˜3
3 Σ˜
Σ˜
〈CJ1CJ2CJ3〉 . (4.13)
For chiral primaries where ∆i = Ji, we can see that except for the prefactors, the
contribution of the overlap is the inverse of the contribution from the AdS path integral.
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5 Flat space vertex operators
The key feature about the intersections of the geodesics in AdS5 and in S
5 is that the
overlaps occur over a relatively small region of the space-time. In the AdS5 case, the
size of the overlap is more or less the rms fluctuation of the intersection point (~x, z).
For AdS5 this is roughly
∆RAdS ∼
(
∆1∆2∆3
α1α2α3Σ5
)1/10
. (5.1)
For the geodesics on S5, the interaction region is the size of the 3 wave-function overlap,
∆RS ∼
(
J1J2J3
α˜1α˜2α˜3Σ˜5
)1/10
. (5.2)
Hence, if ∆i ≫ 1 and Ji ≫ 1 such that none of the αi and α˜i are small, then ∆RAdS ≪ 1
and ∆RS ≪ 1. Therefore, over the intersection regions we can ignore the curvatures of
AdS5 and S
5, as well as the background 5-form flux and approximate the interactions
as flat-space interactions.
One important point is that the strings are on-shell. We saw in section two that at
the intersection point there was a conservation of the canonical momentum Πm. If we
combine the AdS5 momentum with the momentum on S
5, such that
kMi = (
~Πi,Πzi; ~Ji) , (5.3)
then using the Poincare´ metric we have
ki · ki = −∆2i + J2i = −4n
√
λ , (5.4)
where n is the string level. We can then use these kMi as the momenta for the string
vertex operators (However, we will later find it more convenient to choose the momentum
in terms of the charges of the conformal algebra.) Since the interaction is centered at a
particular point in AdS5 × S5, we should really be considering wave-packets [24]. But
note that while ∆RAdS and ∆RS are small compared to the radii of curvatures, they are
large compared to the Compton wave-lengths of the string states. Hence, we can treat
these as one would treat broad wave-packets. The upshot of this is to replace the usual
plane-wave factor of (2π)10δ10(k1 + k2 + k3) with overlaps, but to otherwise compute
the amplitude as one would for plane-waves, where one uses the central value of the
momenta in the vertex operators.
One is now free to choose their favorite prescription for doing string theory three-
point functions. We will use an NSR prescription and borrow results from [25–28],
although one could also choose to use the light-cone vertex operators in [29]. There
are seemingly many choices for the vertex operators and we must decide which vertex
operator is the correct one to use. One can decide this by “flattening” the superconformal
algebra.
Let us first show how this works for the conformal algebra. In d dimensions the
conformal algebra is given by
[D,Pµ] = iPµ [D,Mµν ] = 0 [D,Kµ] = −iKµ
[Mµν , Pλ] = i(ηµλPν − ηλνPµ) [Mµν , Kλ] = i(ηµλKν − ηλνKµ)
[Pµ, Kν ] = i(Mµν − ηµνD) . (5.5)
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We can put the algebra in the more manifest SO(2, d) form by defining
M−1µ ≡ 1√2(κPµ − κ−1Kµ) Mdµ ≡ 1√2(κPµ + κ−1Kµ) M−1d ≡ −D , (5.6)
where κ is arbitrary. In this convention the casimir becomes −1
2
MrsM
rs = −∆2, r, s =
−1 . . . d. If we now define
Pˆm ≡ εM−1m m = 0 . . . d , (5.7)
and take the limit ε→ 0, then (5.5) reduces to the Poincare algebra in d+1 dimensions.
If we set d = 4 and include the SO(6) R-symmetry generators RIJ , then we can combine
the two Casimirs into
− 1
2
MrsM
rs + 1
2
RIJR
IJ = −∆2 + J2 . (5.8)
By doing an overall shift of the operator positions such that all 〈Mµν〉 = 0, then
〈Kµi 〉 is related to 〈P µi 〉 by (3.11). If one then chooses κ to be,
κ =
√
α1α2α3Σ
F
|x12||x23||x31| , (5.9)
then the only nonzero components in (5.6) are 〈M−1m〉 for all three operators. Assuming
∆2 ≫ 1, we can then identify the full 10-dimensional flat-space momentum as
kM = (M−1m;RJ6) . (5.10)
This satisfies the on-shell condition in (5.4).
Now consider the N = 4 superconformal algebra in 4 dimensions. In addition to
(5.5), the superconformal algebra includes the anticommutators
{Qαa, Q˜bα˙} = σµαα˙δabPµ , {Saα, S˜α˙ b} = σµαα˙δabKµ a, b = 1 . . . 4, α, α˙ = 1, 2
{Qαa, Sbβ} = − i2 εαβγIJa
b
RIJ +
1
2
σµναβδa
bMµν − 12 εαβδabD
{Q˜aα˙, S˜β˙ b} = + i2 εα˙β˙γIJ abRIJ + 12 σµνα˙β˙δabMµν − 12 εα˙β˙δabD
{Qαa, S˜β˙ b} = {Q˜aα˙, Sbβ} = {Qαa, Qα b} = {Q˜aα˙, Q˜bα˙} = {Saα, Sbα} = {S˜α˙ a, S˜α˙ b} = 0 .
We can put the algebra into a more symmetric form by defining
Q1a˙a ≡ (κ1/2Qαa, κ−1/2S˜α˙a)
Q2,a˙a ≡ (κ−1/2εαβSaβ, κ1/2εα˙β˙Q˜aβ˙) (5.11)
where the lowered a˙ is an SO(2, 4) spinor index and the raised a˙ is an index for the
other spinor representation. The anti-commutators now read
{Q1a˙a, Q2,b˙b} = 12 δabMmnγmna˙b˙ − i2 δa˙b˙RIJγIJa
b
{Q1a˙a, Q1b˙b} = {Q2,a˙a, Q2,b˙b} = 0 . (5.12)
We then define two sets of supercharges
QL,RA = Q
1
a˙a ± γ−1b˙a˙ γ 6baQ2,b˙b , (5.13)
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and their rescaled versions, QˆL,RA ≡
√
εQL,RA , where we have chosen particular directions
in the 6-dimensional embedding spaces of AdS5 and S
5. The spinor index A is the tensor
product of the two lowered 6-dimensional spinor indices. As in (5.7) we also choose the
five additional rescaled momentum components
PˆJ+4 = −i εRJ6 . (5.14)
Again taking the limit ε→ 0, the anticommutators in (5.11) become
{QˆL,RA , QˆL,RB } = −2(P+ΓMC)ABPˆM , {QˆLA, QˆRB} = 0 (5.15)
where ΓM are ten-dimensional Dirac matrices, C is the charge conjugation matrix and
P+ is the positive chirality projector. These anticommutators are the fermionic part
of the ten-dimensional type IIB super-Poincare´ algebra. Using the identification of
the flat-space momentum in (5.10), we see that (5.13) are the corresponding flat-space
supergenerators.
We can now use the supergenerators to determine the vertex operators. For a primary
operator O(x) we have that SaαO(0) = S˜α˙ aO(0) = 0 and so KµO(0) = 0. In the three-
point function, if we place one of the operators at xµ = 0 and move the other two
operators far away from the origin, then for any finite choice of κ we have M−1µ =
M4µ = 0, M−14 = −i∆. The space-time directions are then transverse to the particle’s
momentum inAdS5. Inspecting (5.13), we see that in the flat-space limit the annihilation
of the primary operator by the superconformal charges corresponds to
QLαa = Q
R
αa , Q
L
α˙a = −QRα˙a (5.16)
for these operators, where we have used the explicit four-dimensional space-time spinor
indices. In the more general case where the joining point is shifted to xµ = 0, the M−1µ
are no longer zero in general. However, the primary operator condition is still defined
by the directions transverse to the particle momentum in AdS5. In other words, we
still use (5.16), but now the four-dimensional spinor indices correspond to the direc-
tions transverse to the particle momentum in AdS5 and not necessarily the space-time
directions.
Therefore, we choose our vertex operators V (k) such that
QLαaV (k) = Q
R
αaV (k) , Q
L
α˙aV (k) = −QRα˙aV (k) (5.17)
where the spinor refer to the directions transverse to k. It is clear that this can lead to
mixing between NS-NS and R-R modes, since schematically we have that
QL(|NS〉 ⊗ |NS〉+ |R〉 ⊗ |R〉) = |R〉 ⊗ |NS〉+ |NS〉 ⊗ R〉
QR(|NS〉 ⊗ |NS〉+ |R〉 ⊗ |R〉) = |NS〉 ⊗ |R〉+ |R〉 ⊗NS〉 (5.18)
and so requires a mixture of both sets of fields in order that the right-hand sides in
(5.18) are equal, or equal up to a sign.
Note that the primary operator condition in (5.17) only applies to the leading order
approximation. At the next order in 1/
√
λ there is a deformation of the super Poincare´
algebra, which results in a mixing of vertex operators satisfying (5.17) with other vertex
operators.
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To solve (5.17) we find it convenient to consider the twisted vertex operators,
VT (k) = e
pii(MR
0′1′
+MR
2′3′
)V (k) , (5.19)
where the µ′ components are transverse to kM and MRµ′ν′ is a generator of rotations for
the right-movers. Hence, the twisted vertex operators satisfy
QLAVT (k) = Q
R
AVT (k) (5.20)
for all components.
5.1 Level 0
Before tackling the more difficult case of vertex operators at level 1, let us consider
those at level 0. In this case, the corresponding operators are chiral primaries. The
momentum of one of these states satisfies k2 = 0, corresponding to ∆2 = J2. In the
NS-NS sector a generic vertex operator in the (−1,−1) picture is given by [25]
V −1,−1(z, z¯) = gsεMNψM ψ˜Ne−φ−φ˜eik·X kMεMN = kNεMN = 0 , (5.21)
where φ and φ˜ are the left and right superconformal ghost fields. In the AdS/CFT
dictionary we have that gs = 1/N and α
′ =
√
λ, but we will leave these in their familiar
string-theory form. To compute certain three-point functions we will also need the
vertex in the (0, 0) picture,
V 0,0(z, z¯) = −gsεMN 2α′
(
i∂XM + α
′
2
k · ψψM)(i∂¯XM + α′
2
k · ψ˜ψ˜M)eik·X . (5.22)
In the R-R sector a generic vertex operator is given by [25]
V −1/2,−1/2(z, z¯) = gs
(
α′
2
)1/2
tABΘ˜AΘB e
−1
2
φ−1
2
φ˜eik·X , t /k = 0 , (5.23)
where ΘA and Θ˜B are the 16 component left and right twist fields.
The supercharges QLA and Q
R
A are made from the zero-momentum left and right
vertex for a Ramond field [25], where for the +1/2 picture of QL we have
Q
L(+1/2)
A =
(
2
α′
)3/4 ∮ dz
2πi
i∂XMΓ
M
ABΘ
B e+
1
2
φ , (5.24)
while for the −1/2 picture of QR we have
Q
R(−1/2)
A =
(
2
α′
)1/4 ∮ dz¯
2πi
Θ˜Ae
−1
2
φ˜ . (5.25)
Acting with the left supercharge on the NS-NS vertex we find
Q
L(+1/2)
A V
−1,−1(z, z¯) = 1√
2
gsεMN
(
α′
2
)1/4
(/kΓM)A
B
θBψ˜
Ne−
1
2
φ−φ˜eikX (5.26)
while acting with the right supercharge on the R-R vertex we get
Q
R(−1/2)
A V
−1/2,−1/2(z, z¯) = 1√
2
gst
CB
(
α′
2
)1/4
(ΓNC)ACΘBψ˜Ne−
1
2
φ−φ˜eikX . (5.27)
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To find the twisted vertex, we set (5.26) equal to (5.27), resulting in the relation
εMNT (/kΓM)A
B = tCBT (Γ
NC)AC . (5.28)
This has one scalar solution, up to an overall normalization,
εMNT = η
MN − k
M k¯N + kN k¯M
k · k¯ , t
AB
T = (C/k)AB , (5.29)
where k¯N is an arbitrary light-like vector satisfying k · k¯ 6= 0. Actually, (5.29) does
not exactly satisfy (5.28). But we observe that the righthand side of (5.28) with the
expression for tAB in (5.29) satisfies tCB(ΓNC)ACkN = 0. Hence, we can replace ΓN here
with ΓN − (/kk¯N + /¯kkN)/(k · k¯), which modifies the vertex in (5.27) by a spurious term.
After this replacement, (5.29) satisfies (5.28).
The twisted vertex operator is a linear combination of a dilaton and axion vertex
operator. If we now untwist the operator, the relation of the untwisted polarization to
the twisted for the NS-NS vertex is
εMN = (−1)σ(N)εMNT (5.30)
where
σ(N) = 1 N = 0 . . . 4
σ(N) = 0 N = 5 . . . 9 . (5.31)
This corresponds to a graviton state in the full 10-dimensional space-time. In the R-R
sector, tABT is replaced with
tAB = (C (iΓ0′Γ1′Γ2′Γ3′)/k)AB , (5.32)
Hence, this state corresponds to a component of the self-dual tensor. Thus, the vertex
operator is consistent with the supergravity computation of [23], where it was shown
that the primary state is dual to a linear combination of the graviton and the 4-form
tensor field.
5.2 Level 1
At level 1, where k2 = −4/α′, there are two types of NS-NS vertices. In the (−1,−1)
picture these have the form [26]
V
(−1,−1)
1 (z, z¯) = gs
(
2
α′
)
εMN ;M˜N˜ ψ
M(z)∂XN ψ˜M˜(z¯)∂¯XN˜ eik·Xe−φ−φ˜ ,
V
(−1,−1)
2 (z, z¯) = gs αMNL;M˜N˜L˜ ψ
M(z)ψN(z)ψL(z)ψM˜(z¯)ψN˜(z¯)ψL˜(z¯) eik·Xe−φ−φ˜ .
(5.33)
The first two and last two indices of εMN ;M˜N˜ are symmetric and traceless, while the first
three and last three indices of αMNL;M˜N˜L˜ are antisymmetric. The contraction of any
index in εMN ;M˜N˜ or αMNL;M˜N˜L˜ with k
M is zero for physical states. There are 44 × 44
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independent polarizations of the first type and 84 × 84 of the second type. However,
only one of each type is a Lorentz scalar.
For the first case the (unnormalized) polarization for the twisted vertex is
εMN ;M˜N˜T = (
1
2
(ηˆMM˜ ηˆNN˜ + ηˆMN˜ ηˆNM˜)− 1
9
ηˆMN ηˆM˜N˜) , (5.34)
where ηˆMN ≡ ηMN − kMkN
k2
. For the second we have
αMNL;M˜N˜L˜T =
1
(3!)2
(ηˆMM˜ ηˆNN˜ ηˆLL˜ − perms) . (5.35)
The vertex operators in the (0, 0) picture are given by
V
(0,0)
1T = −gs
(
2
α′
)2
εT MN ;M˜N˜
(
∂XM(i ∂XN + α
′
2
k ·ψψN )− i ∂ψMψN)
×(∂¯XM˜(i ∂¯XN˜ + α′
2
k ·ψ˜ ψ˜N˜ )− i ∂¯ψ˜µψ˜ν)eik·X ,
V
(0,0)
2T (z, z¯) = − gs
(
2
α′
)
αT MNL;M˜N˜L˜ (3 i ∂X
M + α
′
2
k ·ψψM)ψNψL
×(3 i ∂¯XM˜ + α′
2
k ·ψ˜ ψ˜M˜)ψN˜ψL˜ eik·X .
(5.36)
The left-moving part of the level one R-R vertex in the (−1/2,−1/2) picture has the
form [26] (
vMA i ∂X
MΘA + ρMAψ
M(/ψΘ)A
)
e−φ/2 , (5.37)
where BRS invariance imposes the conditions
/v =
(
α′
2
)
(v · k)/k
ρM = −1
8
(
α′
2
)
vM/k + 1
36
(
α′
2
)
(v · k)ΓM . (5.38)
This still leaves 16 spurious modes, but they can be removed with the further condition
/v = 0 , (5.39)
which reduces the BRS conditions to
v · k = 0 , ρM = −1
8
vM/k . (5.40)
Tensoring this with the corresponding right-moving part we can construct one scalar,
whose unnormalized vertex is given by
V
(−1/2,−1/2)
3T (z, z¯) = gs
(
2
α′
)1/2
×(i ∂¯XMΘ˜− 1
8
(
α′
2
)
ψ˜M(/k /˜ψΘ˜)
)A
tTMA;NB
(
i ∂XNΘ− 1
8
(
α′
2
)
ψN(/k /ψΘ)
)B
× eikXe−φ/2−φ˜/2 , (5.41)
where
tTMA;NB =
(
C /k(ηˆMN − 19 ΓˆM ΓˆN)
)
AB
(5.42)
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and ΓˆM = ΓM − /kkM/k2.
Acting with Q
L(+1/2)
A on V
−1,−1
1T and V
−1,−1
2T , we end up with the vertex operators in
the R-NS sector [26],
Q
L(+1/2)
A V
−1,−1
1T = −i gs 1√2
(
2
α′
)3/4
εT MN ;M˜N˜(/kΓˆ
M)AB (i ∂X
NΘB− 1
8
(
α′
2
)
ψN (/k /ψΘ)B)
× ψ˜M˜ ∂¯XN˜e−φ/2−φ˜ eik·X
= −i gs 1√2
(
2
α′
)3/4
(/kΓˆM)AB (i ∂X
NΘB− 1
8
(
α′
2
)
ψN (/k /ψΘ)B)
×
(
1
2
ψ˜{M,∂¯XN} − 19 ηˆMN ψ˜ · ∂¯X
)
e−φ/2−φ˜ eik·X
Q
L(+1/2)
A V
−1,−1
2T = gs
1
2
√
2
(
2
α′
)3/4
αMNL;M˜N˜L˜
(
ΓˆP Γˆ
MNL + 1
3
ΓˆMNLΓˆP
)
AB
×(i ∂XPΘB− 1
8
(
α′
2
)
ψP (/k /ψΘ)B) ψ˜M˜ ψ˜N˜ ψ˜L˜e−φ/2−φ˜ eik·X
= gs
1
2
√
2
(
2
α′
)3/4 (
ΓˆN˜L˜
(
ηˆPM˜ − 19 ΓˆM˜ ΓˆP
))
AB
×(i ∂XPΘB− 1
8
(
α′
2
)
ψP (/k /ψΘ)B) 1
3!
ψ˜[M˜ ψ˜N˜ ψ˜L˜]e−φ/2−φ˜ eik·X ,
(5.43)
up to spurious terms. Likewise, Q
R(−1/2)
A acting on V
−1/2,−1/2
3T gives the R-NS vertex
Q
R(−1/2)
A V
−1/2,−1/2
3T = −gs 1√2
(
2
α′
)3/4 (
i ∂XNΘB− 1
8
(
α′
2
)
ψN(/k /ψΘ)B
)
×
((
i
2
∂¯X{M,ψ˜N˜}ΓˆN˜ − 12
(
α′
2
)
1
3!
ψ˜[M ψ˜N˜ ψ˜L˜]ΓˆN˜ L˜/k
)
/k
(
ηˆMN − 19 ΓˆM ΓˆN
))
AB
× eikXe−φ/2−φ˜ , (5.44)
again up to spurious terms. Comparing the expressions in (5.43) and (5.44) and using
that −k2 = 4/α′, we find that the linear combination
VT = κ (V1T + V2T − V3T ) (5.45)
satisfies the QL = QR condition. The normalization constant κ is given by
κ =
(
44 + 84 + α
′
2
(−k2) · 64)−1/2 = 1
16
. (5.46)
Untwisting the vertex operators we find for the NS-NS polarizations
εMN ;M˜N˜ = (−1)σ(M˜ )+σ(N˜)εMN ;M˜N˜T
αMNL;M˜N˜L˜ = (−1)σ(M˜ )+σ(N˜)+σ(L˜)αMNL;M˜N˜L˜T , (5.47)
where the σ(M˜) are defined in (5.31). For the R-R polarization we have
tMA;NB = (−1)σ(M)
(
C(iΓ0′Γ1′Γ2′Γ3′) /k (ηˆMN − 19 ΓˆM ΓˆN )
)
AB
(5.48)
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6 Comments on three-point string vertex amplitudes
We now have all of the ingredients to compute the coupling G123 that appears in (2.40)
for three level-one primary operators. Including the S5 wave-function overlaps, we have
G123 = 8π
g2sα
′ 〈V (k1)V (k2)V (k3)〉 〈ψJ1ψJ2ψJ3〉 (6.1)
where the V (ki) are the untwisted versions of (5.45). The factor 8π/g
2
sα
′ is the standard
normalization that is fixed by the massless couplings [28]. We are especially interested
in the case where Ji ≪ ∆i, which is a situation close to having three Konishi operators.
Even in this case, it is still possible to choose the charges such that 1 ≪ Ji ≪ ∆i, so
that the flat-space limit is still valid.
The combinatorics for three level-one vertex operators in type IIB string theory are
rather nasty and the result of the computation will be deferred to a later publication [7].
However, even without doing a direct calculation there is much that we can infer about
G123, and hence the constant C123 in (2.40). For one thing, we can see that in the limit
Ji ≪ ∆i, the R-charge has very little influence on the vertex operators and hence the
string three-point functions. In fact, in this limit we can effectively replace the R-R
polarization in (5.48) with
tMA;NB ≈ (−1)σ(M)∆
(
C Γ0Γ1Γ2Γ3Γ4 (ηˆMN − 19 ΓˆM ΓˆN)
)
AB
. (6.2)
Hence, the R-charges only appear in the wave-function overlaps. It is therefore tempting
for level one and higher states to simply set Ji = 0 and assume constant wave-functions
on S5. The overlap is then 〈ψJ1ψJ2ψJ3〉 = π−3/2 and (6.1) can then be used to find the
coupling for three Konishi operators.
One can also see that if Ji ≪ ∆i, then
〈V (k1)V (k2)V (k3)〉 ∼ g3s . (6.3)
Hence, the result of the string amplitude is of order
√
λ/N . When Ji ≪ ∆i, the
prefactors in (2.40) win out over the S5 overlaps in (6.1), leading to an exponential
suppression in ∆i. One then finds
C123 ∼ 1
N
exp
(−3(λ)1/4 log(4/3)) , (6.4)
giving an exponential suppression of C123 at large coupling.
7 Discussion
In this paper we have mapped out a strategy for computing the three-point functions
for short operators that are not chiral primaries. The key idea is to realize that one can
use flat-space vertex operators in computing the couplings. In principle, one can also
compute α′ corrections by including the curvature terms perturbatively.
In the limit where ∆i ≫ Ji, the only dependence on the R-charges is in the wave-
function overlaps. Assuming that one can continue to use the flat-space limit, then one
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can find the three-point function for three Konishi operators at strong coupling. Our
hope is that eventually it will be possible to compute the coupling using the underlying
integrability of N = SYM, as it is now possible to compute the dimension of the Konishi
operator at any coupling [5, 30] using the ideas in [31]. These numerical computations
were shown to approach the string prediction of [2], as well as the leading α′ correction
in [32]. The recent promising developments using integrability for three-point functions
[16, 17] bode well for further progress in this area.
Besides three short operators at level one, it would also be interesting to investigate
the case where two operators are chiral primaries and one is dual to a massive short
string state. It would also be interesting to consider three-point functions for two heavy
semiclassical states and one short state, perhaps using the ideas in [8].
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